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in the hustle to make career that is regulated by society most give up on their dreams and
passions but for k kohli writing was a compulsion not a choice that s how passion manifests it s
like the mountain course of the river that forces its way through the roughest of the terrains
born in delhi graduated from st stephens college university of delhi he is an inspirational
speaker who motivates young people to pursue careers in civil services and community
development he continues to be an exemplary figure demonstrating how individuals can make a
profound impact on their communities through dedication hard work and a deep sense of social
responsibility the civil services have risen in social reckoning as a career due to its significant
role in bringing government s policies to the people and making development possible on
ground like a rainmaker qualifying for the civil services is also considered as a mark of talent
and success given that it requires passing through a multi stage rigorous system of examination
and interview apart from job security and satisfaction the services provide ample opportunities
and challenges to prove one s mettle and also to contribute and give back to society in india the
civil service is defined as appointive positions by the government in connection with the affairs
of the union and includes a civilian in a defence service except positions in the indian armed
forces this exam is not for people who believe in shortcuts who are impatient and casual it seeks
such people who believe in rigorous study only the candidates who are thoroughly organised
disciplined and determined can taste it s success ultimately the country needs officers equipped
with these qualities if those candidates who have a profusion of the aforesaid qualities get the
right guidance then they can definitely crack the ias exam this book has been prepared for such
deserving and appropriate candidates we are not just hopeful but have complete faith that his
book will definitely work as a useful guidance in making the honest and strong willed candidates
as ias move forward with heart within and god overhead connect at kohlifoundationindia gmail
com the civil services are the most prestigious and responsible services in india it is a major
attraction for the educated youth every youth desires to become a civil servant in a population
of over 125 crores merely 1 000 civil servants are selected every year from amongst several
lakhs of candidates who apply from these figures one can easily understand the superiority and
importance of the services the candidates who apply for the services have to undergo a three
phase selection process the candidates who manage to qualify the fiery examinations are
selected and pledge to serve the nation with their unmatched radiance this book is a humble
attempt to guide candidates on the road to preparing for the civil services examination this book
tells you how to prepare for the examination and the points to remember while studying for it
most of the difficulties and doubts which the candidates face have been addressed by this book
the author of the book is himself an ias officer and was a topper in the civil services examination
this book is based on his deep and vast experience which he has presented before the aspiring
candidates this is a very useful book for all the candidates appearing for competitive
examinations and also for those who want to succeed in their career india and vietnam have
been two foci of soviet diplomacy in asia this book examines the relations between india as a
poor parliamentary democracy and the ussr and relations with vietnam help demonstrate the
relationship between the ussr and an asian communist power this book provides a systematic
analysis of china s rise to power it traces the complex contours of its relation with india with the
himalayas prominently figuring in the discourse drawing on myths legends classical literature
archival resources and contemporary political and international affairs it brings to the fore
several critical issues integral to india china relations it also studies the two nations in terms of
trade across borders exchange of ideas and confluence of diverse cultures imperial strategic
rivalries in the colonial period and recent military skirmishes and diplomatic interaction lucid and
explanatory this volume will interest scholars and researchers in international relations history
political science and area studies specially those interested in the geopolitics of india and china
civil services are the most prestigious and accountable services in the country educated youths
have a special attraction towards them the book tells you how to prepare for these exams this
book eases most of the difficulties of the examinees besides the researchers this bibliography
should also meet the need of diplomates parliamentarians and journalists interested in india s
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foreign policy and relations this volume with easy to locate 9416 entries lists books periodicals
articles theses dissertations official records and other materials published in english language
this volume explores existing and emerging sexual cultures of contemporary india and the
predicaments faced by abjected and sexual marginalities it traces the sexual politics within
popular culture literary genres advertisement consumerism globalizing cities social movements
law scientific research the hijra community life alternative families and kinship and sites that
define the cultural other whose sexual practices or identities fall beyond normative moral
conventions the chapters examine a range of connected sociological and political issues
including questions of agency judgments around intimate sexual relationships the role of the
state popular understandings of adolescent romance notion of legitimacy and stigma moral
policing and resistance body politics and marginality representations in popular and folk culture
sexual violence and freedom problems with historiography structural inequalities queer erotica
gay consumerism hijra suicides and marriage and divorce the volume also proposes certain
transformative possibilities towards envisioning and re scripting sexual equalities this
interdisciplinary book will be important for those interested in sexuality studies queer studies
gender studies cultural studies sociology law history literature and global south studies as well
as policymakers civil society activists and nongovernmental organizations working in the area
first published in 1952 the international bibliography of the social sciences anthropology
economics political science and sociology is well established as a major bibliographic reference
for students researchers and librarians in the social sciences worldwide key features authority
rigorous standards are applied to make the ibss the most authoritative selective bibliography
ever produced articles and books are selected on merit by some of the world s most expert
librarians and academics breadth today the ibss covers over 2000 journals more than any other
comparable resource the latest monograph publications are also included international coverage
the ibss reviews scholarship published in over 30 languages including publications from eastern
europe and the developing world user friendly organization all non english titles are word
sections extensive author subject and place name indexes are provided in both english and
french acknowledgement i extend my heartfelt gratitude to the esteemed editorial board
members for their invaluable guidance and insightful feedback throughout the publication
process special thanks to the authors whose profound contributions shed light on the intricate
history of israel its global economic ramifications india s pivotal role in the dispute the pervasive
curse of terrorism and the nuanced governmental systems in israel your dedication has enriched
this work and contributed to fostering a deeper understanding of these critical topics embrace
the power of your words by sharing your valuable insights on crucial topics like israel hamas and
their global impact you contribute to a deeper understanding of complex issues your knowledge
has the potential to shape perspectives foster dialogue and inspire positive change let your
voice be the catalyst for informed discussions that resonate far beyond the pages of your book
your contribution matters and the world eagerly await the wisdom you bring to these pressing
matters dr ashok kumar yadav dr anil rawat dr reeba devi with special reference to farakka
barrage issue and ganga water dispute between the two countries between integration and
secession asks whether muslim minorities can co exist with the majority and other cultures
within non muslim states moshe yegar s excellent new work examines the radicalization of
muslim communities during the nationalist fervor that swept southeast asia in the aftermath of
world war ii the book s grand historical scope traces the theological and political impact of the
postwar islamic renaissance on the creation of muslim separatist tendencies and heightened
religious consciousness drawing on a wealth of archival and secondary sources yegar examines
three cases of rebellion in muslim minorities in the philippines in thailand and in burma
myanmar he studies the communities struggle to define their aims be it for communal
separation autonomy or independence and the means each has at their disposal to achieve
them the international conference on emerging socio cultural and political issues india and
europe is organised by amity institute of social sciences amity university noida uttar pradesh in
collaboration with jean monnet module and centre for european studies jawaharlal nehru
university on may 24 25 2021 the aim of the conference is to develop an understanding of the
dynamics of social change and development taking place in european and indian society both
india and europe are taking firm strides towards cooperation and development specially in the
post pandemic era in this context the conference aims in developing on working new path for
structuring and building new vision and ideas for strong partnership between the two the main
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objective of the conference is to deliver new understanding of various issues ranging from
society culture politics and environment it shall look into these issues from a different prism in
the post pandemic era ambition always begins with a dream with a purpose though money may
be an important part of it most people strive and achieve for reasons other than money it s the
quest to prove themselves however not all those who strive succeed that s where the
importance of awards and public recognition comes in awards are not only for acknowledging
success they recognise many other qualities ability efforts struggle and above all excellence
disha s padma achievers 2016 focuses on those truly remarkable indians foreigners who have
won fame and encouragement to pursue their excellence in their respective fields the book goes
into great detail of the lives of padma vibhushan padma bhushan and padma shri awardees how
they got their recognition their struggle and how they achieved these rare feats in their
respective fields padma achievers 2016 has been designed to cater to a aspirants of various
competitive exams like civil services banks railways upsc and psc exams and quiz competition
across the country and b teachers researchers media persons laymen and avid readers the book
may benefit you in many ways like the knowledge about various honours awards and
recognitions conferred by the government of india has multiple practical uses and it can make
you crack various competitive exams like upsc civil services ssc banking insurance railways
engg services and afcat etc and can keep you updated on the latest trends whether it is an
essay or group discussion or pi the book can help you enhance your general knowledge you
have every chance to be able to stand out from the crowd if your knowledge on the gk is
sufficient it can enhance your public speaking skills while giving examples of these distinguished
personalities it will help strike a conversation with a friend or colleague general knowledge and
current affairs are instant conversation starters it also helps you keep up with the latest trends
in diverse fields like science engineering trade industry medicine art cinema literature education
sports journalism spiritualism social work public affairs etc with the inspiration from the lives of
people who made it big it makes you street smart and helps you take well informed decisions in
life and may prove to be a guiding light in your professional career since the awardees come
from diverse cultures and ethnicities it will help you form a perspective about the cultures that
are different from your own a must reference book for teachers researchers motivators and
mentors who will find multiple examples of guiding their students as well as for parents for
motivating their kids the book also provides a first hand information about other indian as well
as international awards like civilian awards gandhi peace prize indira gandhi peace prize tagore
award gallantry awards param vir maha vir ashok chakra national sports awards rajiv gandhi
khel ratna dronacharya award arjuna award dhyan chand award bravery awards and dada saheb
phalke awards nobel prize magsaysay awards pulitzer prize oscar awards etc the book provides
listings of winners of such awards the only compendium of indian international awards and their
achievers is concisely written and illustrated with pie charts on the basis of age group gender
and diversified fields etc セクシュアリティはいかに語られてきたのか 私たちは 政治 経済的支配関係の中でディスコースによって与えられた意味にしたがっ
て 性的自分や性的経験を理解し また性実践を行っている 自明とされる規範としての異性愛を批判的に検討し 欲望の社会記号論 によって言語研究に社会の権力構造における抑圧
矛盾 沈黙をも取り入れていこうとする試み on india s relations with south asian countries during the non congress
regimes pratiyogita darpan monthly magazine is india s largest read general knowledge and
current affairs magazine pratiyogita darpan english monthly magazine is known for quality
content on general knowledge and current affairs topics ranging from national and international
news issues personality development interviews of examination toppers articles write up on
topics like career economy history public administration geography polity social environment
scientific legal etc solved papers of various examinations essay and debate contest quiz and
knowledge testing features are covered every month in this magazine



Relations of NDA and UPA with Neighbours 2010
in the hustle to make career that is regulated by society most give up on their dreams and
passions but for k kohli writing was a compulsion not a choice that s how passion manifests it s
like the mountain course of the river that forces its way through the roughest of the terrains
born in delhi graduated from st stephens college university of delhi he is an inspirational
speaker who motivates young people to pursue careers in civil services and community
development he continues to be an exemplary figure demonstrating how individuals can make a
profound impact on their communities through dedication hard work and a deep sense of social
responsibility the civil services have risen in social reckoning as a career due to its significant
role in bringing government s policies to the people and making development possible on
ground like a rainmaker qualifying for the civil services is also considered as a mark of talent
and success given that it requires passing through a multi stage rigorous system of examination
and interview apart from job security and satisfaction the services provide ample opportunities
and challenges to prove one s mettle and also to contribute and give back to society in india the
civil service is defined as appointive positions by the government in connection with the affairs
of the union and includes a civilian in a defence service except positions in the indian armed
forces this exam is not for people who believe in shortcuts who are impatient and casual it seeks
such people who believe in rigorous study only the candidates who are thoroughly organised
disciplined and determined can taste it s success ultimately the country needs officers equipped
with these qualities if those candidates who have a profusion of the aforesaid qualities get the
right guidance then they can definitely crack the ias exam this book has been prepared for such
deserving and appropriate candidates we are not just hopeful but have complete faith that his
book will definitely work as a useful guidance in making the honest and strong willed candidates
as ias move forward with heart within and god overhead connect at kohlifoundationindia gmail
com

Crack UPSC in First Attempt Civil Services Exam
IAS/IPS/IFS 2024-05-08
the civil services are the most prestigious and responsible services in india it is a major
attraction for the educated youth every youth desires to become a civil servant in a population
of over 125 crores merely 1 000 civil servants are selected every year from amongst several
lakhs of candidates who apply from these figures one can easily understand the superiority and
importance of the services the candidates who apply for the services have to undergo a three
phase selection process the candidates who manage to qualify the fiery examinations are
selected and pledge to serve the nation with their unmatched radiance this book is a humble
attempt to guide candidates on the road to preparing for the civil services examination this book
tells you how to prepare for the examination and the points to remember while studying for it
most of the difficulties and doubts which the candidates face have been addressed by this book
the author of the book is himself an ias officer and was a topper in the civil services examination
this book is based on his deep and vast experience which he has presented before the aspiring
candidates this is a very useful book for all the candidates appearing for competitive
examinations and also for those who want to succeed in their career

How To Succeed In Civil Services 2021-01-19
india and vietnam have been two foci of soviet diplomacy in asia this book examines the
relations between india as a poor parliamentary democracy and the ussr and relations with
vietnam help demonstrate the relationship between the ussr and an asian communist power

Soviet Relations with India and Vietnam 1992-06-18
this book provides a systematic analysis of china s rise to power it traces the complex contours
of its relation with india with the himalayas prominently figuring in the discourse drawing on
myths legends classical literature archival resources and contemporary political and



international affairs it brings to the fore several critical issues integral to india china relations it
also studies the two nations in terms of trade across borders exchange of ideas and confluence
of diverse cultures imperial strategic rivalries in the colonial period and recent military
skirmishes and diplomatic interaction lucid and explanatory this volume will interest scholars
and researchers in international relations history political science and area studies specially
those interested in the geopolitics of india and china

The Himalayas and India-China Relations 2016-04-14
civil services are the most prestigious and accountable services in the country educated youths
have a special attraction towards them the book tells you how to prepare for these exams this
book eases most of the difficulties of the examinees

Journey from IAS aspirant to IAS officer (Decode UPSC)
2024-04-19
besides the researchers this bibliography should also meet the need of diplomates
parliamentarians and journalists interested in india s foreign policy and relations this volume
with easy to locate 9416 entries lists books periodicals articles theses dissertations official
records and other materials published in english language

India's Foreign Policy and Relations 1999
this volume explores existing and emerging sexual cultures of contemporary india and the
predicaments faced by abjected and sexual marginalities it traces the sexual politics within
popular culture literary genres advertisement consumerism globalizing cities social movements
law scientific research the hijra community life alternative families and kinship and sites that
define the cultural other whose sexual practices or identities fall beyond normative moral
conventions the chapters examine a range of connected sociological and political issues
including questions of agency judgments around intimate sexual relationships the role of the
state popular understandings of adolescent romance notion of legitimacy and stigma moral
policing and resistance body politics and marginality representations in popular and folk culture
sexual violence and freedom problems with historiography structural inequalities queer erotica
gay consumerism hijra suicides and marriage and divorce the volume also proposes certain
transformative possibilities towards envisioning and re scripting sexual equalities this
interdisciplinary book will be important for those interested in sexuality studies queer studies
gender studies cultural studies sociology law history literature and global south studies as well
as policymakers civil society activists and nongovernmental organizations working in the area

Political Science in India 1978
first published in 1952 the international bibliography of the social sciences anthropology
economics political science and sociology is well established as a major bibliographic reference
for students researchers and librarians in the social sciences worldwide key features authority
rigorous standards are applied to make the ibss the most authoritative selective bibliography
ever produced articles and books are selected on merit by some of the world s most expert
librarians and academics breadth today the ibss covers over 2000 journals more than any other
comparable resource the latest monograph publications are also included international coverage
the ibss reviews scholarship published in over 30 languages including publications from eastern
europe and the developing world user friendly organization all non english titles are word
sections extensive author subject and place name indexes are provided in both english and
french



Pakistan as a Factor in Indo-Iranian Relations, 1947-78
1988
acknowledgement i extend my heartfelt gratitude to the esteemed editorial board members for
their invaluable guidance and insightful feedback throughout the publication process special
thanks to the authors whose profound contributions shed light on the intricate history of israel
its global economic ramifications india s pivotal role in the dispute the pervasive curse of
terrorism and the nuanced governmental systems in israel your dedication has enriched this
work and contributed to fostering a deeper understanding of these critical topics embrace the
power of your words by sharing your valuable insights on crucial topics like israel hamas and
their global impact you contribute to a deeper understanding of complex issues your knowledge
has the potential to shape perspectives foster dialogue and inspire positive change let your
voice be the catalyst for informed discussions that resonate far beyond the pages of your book
your contribution matters and the world eagerly await the wisdom you bring to these pressing
matters dr ashok kumar yadav dr anil rawat dr reeba devi

International Relations and Foreign Policy of India: UNO,
NAM, NIEO, SAARC, and India's foreign policy 1992
with special reference to farakka barrage issue and ganga water dispute between the two
countries

Indo-Pak Relations 1987
between integration and secession asks whether muslim minorities can co exist with the
majority and other cultures within non muslim states moshe yegar s excellent new work
examines the radicalization of muslim communities during the nationalist fervor that swept
southeast asia in the aftermath of world war ii the book s grand historical scope traces the
theological and political impact of the postwar islamic renaissance on the creation of muslim
separatist tendencies and heightened religious consciousness drawing on a wealth of archival
and secondary sources yegar examines three cases of rebellion in muslim minorities in the
philippines in thailand and in burma myanmar he studies the communities struggle to define
their aims be it for communal separation autonomy or independence and the means each has at
their disposal to achieve them

India Today 2008
the international conference on emerging socio cultural and political issues india and europe is
organised by amity institute of social sciences amity university noida uttar pradesh in
collaboration with jean monnet module and centre for european studies jawaharlal nehru
university on may 24 25 2021 the aim of the conference is to develop an understanding of the
dynamics of social change and development taking place in european and indian society both
india and europe are taking firm strides towards cooperation and development specially in the
post pandemic era in this context the conference aims in developing on working new path for
structuring and building new vision and ideas for strong partnership between the two the main
objective of the conference is to deliver new understanding of various issues ranging from
society culture politics and environment it shall look into these issues from a different prism in
the post pandemic era

Sexuality, Abjection and Queer Existence in
Contemporary India 2021-07-29
ambition always begins with a dream with a purpose though money may be an important part of
it most people strive and achieve for reasons other than money it s the quest to prove



themselves however not all those who strive succeed that s where the importance of awards
and public recognition comes in awards are not only for acknowledging success they recognise
many other qualities ability efforts struggle and above all excellence disha s padma achievers
2016 focuses on those truly remarkable indians foreigners who have won fame and
encouragement to pursue their excellence in their respective fields the book goes into great
detail of the lives of padma vibhushan padma bhushan and padma shri awardees how they got
their recognition their struggle and how they achieved these rare feats in their respective fields
padma achievers 2016 has been designed to cater to a aspirants of various competitive exams
like civil services banks railways upsc and psc exams and quiz competition across the country
and b teachers researchers media persons laymen and avid readers the book may benefit you in
many ways like the knowledge about various honours awards and recognitions conferred by the
government of india has multiple practical uses and it can make you crack various competitive
exams like upsc civil services ssc banking insurance railways engg services and afcat etc and
can keep you updated on the latest trends whether it is an essay or group discussion or pi the
book can help you enhance your general knowledge you have every chance to be able to stand
out from the crowd if your knowledge on the gk is sufficient it can enhance your public speaking
skills while giving examples of these distinguished personalities it will help strike a conversation
with a friend or colleague general knowledge and current affairs are instant conversation
starters it also helps you keep up with the latest trends in diverse fields like science engineering
trade industry medicine art cinema literature education sports journalism spiritualism social
work public affairs etc with the inspiration from the lives of people who made it big it makes you
street smart and helps you take well informed decisions in life and may prove to be a guiding
light in your professional career since the awardees come from diverse cultures and ethnicities it
will help you form a perspective about the cultures that are different from your own a must
reference book for teachers researchers motivators and mentors who will find multiple examples
of guiding their students as well as for parents for motivating their kids the book also provides a
first hand information about other indian as well as international awards like civilian awards
gandhi peace prize indira gandhi peace prize tagore award gallantry awards param vir maha vir
ashok chakra national sports awards rajiv gandhi khel ratna dronacharya award arjuna award
dhyan chand award bravery awards and dada saheb phalke awards nobel prize magsaysay
awards pulitzer prize oscar awards etc the book provides listings of winners of such awards the
only compendium of indian international awards and their achievers is concisely written and
illustrated with pie charts on the basis of age group gender and diversified fields etc

ABC Pol Sci 1978
セクシュアリティはいかに語られてきたのか 私たちは 政治 経済的支配関係の中でディスコースによって与えられた意味にしたがって 性的自分や性的経験を理解し また性実践を
行っている 自明とされる規範としての異性愛を批判的に検討し 欲望の社会記号論 によって言語研究に社会の権力構造における抑圧 矛盾 沈黙をも取り入れていこうとする試み

International Bibliography Of Sociology
2003/Bibliographie Internationale Des Sciences Sociales
2004-12
on india s relations with south asian countries during the non congress regimes

Israel, Hamas And World 2024-04-02
pratiyogita darpan monthly magazine is india s largest read general knowledge and current
affairs magazine pratiyogita darpan english monthly magazine is known for quality content on
general knowledge and current affairs topics ranging from national and international news
issues personality development interviews of examination toppers articles write up on topics like
career economy history public administration geography polity social environment scientific
legal etc solved papers of various examinations essay and debate contest quiz and knowledge
testing features are covered every month in this magazine



Library Catalogue: Subject catalogue 1963

India and Bangladesh 1987

ICSSR Journal of Abstracts and Reviews 1983

Between Integration and Secession 2002

Studies in History 1980

International Journal of Sociology of the Family 1980

Yojana 2010

Conference Proceedings 1992

Guide to Indian Periodical Literature 1985

Internal Crisis and Mrs. Gandhi's Foreign Policy 1994

Bibliography of Asian Studies 2017-08-05

The PADMA ACHIEVERS 2016 1979

India's Foreign Policy 1976

Indian Journal of Politics 1976

International Journal 1977

The Indian Journal of Politics 1987

World Focus 2000



Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace 2009-10

ことばとセクシュアリティ 2000

India-South Asia Minus Congress Regimes 1995

Power Politics in South Asia 1975
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